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1  Words

All kinds of jobs1
UNIT

1  Look. Write the letters in order.

1 

 oraotphgreph

 photographer

3 

rwtiea

  

5 

 nestdit

  

2 

 optil

  

4 

 rusen

  

6 

ocdtro

  

2  Listen and complete.  TR: 3

1 Laura’s aunt is a(n)   . 2 Her mum is a(n)   .

3 Her dad is a(n)   . 4 Her uncle is a(n)   .

5 Laura wants to be a(n)   .

3  Read the clues and write the job.
1 Jin can’t fly planes. He hasn’t 

got a camera. He likes keeping 
people safe. 

 What’s Jin’s job?  

2 Aju helps people but doesn’t take food 
to them. She never looks in people’s mouths. 
She’s sometimes very hot at work. 

 What’s Aju’s job?  

4  Choose a job and write four clues for it. Can your partner guess 
your job?

I   .

I   .

I   .

I   .

What’s my job?
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2
See page 120.

1  Complete the sentences with the verbs in brackets.  
Use the present simple or the present continuous.

1 Ali usually carries  (carry) heavy trays with plates and glasses.  
He   (not carry) any today because he’s got a sore shoulder.

2 Carlos   (not drive) a police car today. He only   (drive) 
one on Thursdays and Fridays.

3 Every day, Bruno   (take) photos. Right now, he   (take)  
a photo of a big waterfall.

4 Natalia   (fly) a plane to France now, and later she’s going to fly it 
to Russia. She   (fly) to eight different countries every week.

5 Osman and Faris   (fight) house fires every week, but right now they 
  (not fight) a house fire. They   (fight) a forest fire.

6 Amaya   (give) medicine to a young girl right now. She 
  (give) medicine to a lot of people in hospital every day.

2  Match the sentences in Exercise 1 with the photos. Write the jobs.

3  Write questions about the person in the photo. Use some of these 
words and the correct form of the verbs in brackets.

every day how right now today what where

A 
 

B 
 

C 
 

D 
 

E 
 

F 
 

1   ? (do)

2   ? (help)

3   ? (feel)

4  Answer the questions in Exercise 3.

1  

2  

3  
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3  Reading

1  Complete.  animated   designer   director   models

1 Hans Weise likes being a film   because he’s in charge.

2 Fernando is a good   because he is very good at art.

3 Hans and Fernando worked together on an   film about the Vikings.

4 In the Vikings animation, they used small   of Viking ships.

2  Read and complete. Use the correct form of six of these words.

actor   big   camera   idea   make   move   photo  waiter

Walking With Giants
Hans Weise is a film director. He 
1  many different kinds of films. 
He likes making animations. There aren’t 
usually any 2  in these films. 
Hans uses models instead. He works with a 
designer, Fernando Baptista, to make models 
of the people, places and objects. Fernando 
paints the models and then Hans takes 
photos of them. After he takes a photo, he 
3  the models. Then he takes 
another photo. At the end, he puts all the 
4  together to make a film.  
This is called ‘stop-motion animation’.

Walking With Giants is about the statues on Easter Island, a small island in the middle 
of the Pacific Ocean. The statues are very 5  and heavy. How did they 
get there? No one knows for sure, but there are different 6  . Hans 
and Fernando make animations with models to show these ideas. One idea is that 
people moved the statues there a long time ago. Hans and Fernando use toy dolls as 
models of the people. Walking With Giants is about four minutes long, but it was four 
weeks’ work!

3  Read again. Write T (true) or F (false).
1 Hans Weise only makes animated films.  

2 Fernando Baptista is an actor in one of Hans Weise’s films.  

3 Hans makes his animations with a lot of photos of models.  

4 Walking With Giants is an animated film about some big statues.  

5 Hans and Fernando moved the statues to an island.  
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See page 120.

1  Listen and match.  TR: 4

How often …

1 are there filmmaking classes at camp in the morning? A rarely

2 do the children visit famous places? B often

3 do they play tennis at camp? C usually

4 do they do activities in the evening? D never

5 does Anna make films at home? E sometimes

6 does Anna learn to make films at school? F always

2  Write sentences with the information from Exercise 1.

1  There are usually filmmaking classes at camp in the morning.

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

3  What do you do on holiday? Complete the sentences. Use adverbs of 
frequency and these verbs.

be   do   fly   go   have   visit

1 I   homework.

2 I   museums.

3 My family   in a plane.

4 I   to a beach.

5 I   happy.

6 My friends and I   fun together.
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5  Writing An interview

1  Tick (✓) the questions that you can use to interview someone about 
their job.

 1 What’s your favourite free-time activity?  2 What time do you usually finish work?

 3 What’s your job?  4 Where do you work?

 5 What time is it?  6 What do you do at work every day?

2  Complete the interview with questions from Exercise 1.

3  Choose a cool job. You are going to interview a person who does 
this job. Write four questions using some of these words.

favourite   how   right now   what   when   where   why

4  Find out the answers to your questions in Exercise 3, or think of your 
own answers. Then write your interview.

1  

3  
2  

4  

1   ?

3   ?

2   ?

4   ?

INTERVIEW: JAY DICKMAN
1 
I’m a photographer.
2 
All around the world. At the moment, I’m 
working in the Galápagos Islands, in Ecuador.
3 
Every day is different. I often teach other 
people and that’s great because I love  
talking about photography. I sometimes  
write books about it too. But I usually take  
photos – of people, of places, of animals.
4 
When it’s dark. The time just before dark is  
my favourite time of day for taking photos.
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6 VALUE Be curious.

1  Read the table. Write the job.

Job:  

What I know … What I want to know … What I learnt …

They want to help people.
They know a lot about teeth.
A lot of people think they’re scary.

How do people learn the job?
Do they often work at the weekend?
Is it a fun job?
Do they have healthy teeth?

1  
2  
3  
4  

2  Match the notes (A–D) with the gaps in the table (1–4) in Exercise 1.

3  Choose a job and complete the first two columns. Then find out 
information and complete the last column.

Job:  

What I know … What I want to know … What I learnt …

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

4  How can you find out things that you don’t know? Tick (✓) the best 
ideas and write one more.

A.  They usually have healthy teeth because they know what is good  
and bad for teeth.

B. They go to university for many years.
C. They rarely work on Saturdays or Sundays.
D. A lot of people enjoy it, but not everyone!

1 I can ask my parents. 

3 I can read information on the Internet. 

5 I can look under my bed. 

7 I can   . 

2 I can ask my pets. 

4 I can read books from the library. 

6 I can go to museums. 


